
 

Angular Momentum

As our central potential problem has a lot

to do with motion around the center

of mass HullEmir Enel Enel the

angular momentum at the system will

play an important role in the players
we study
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EmmyNoether proposed when a symmetry exists

theres a corresponding conservation law

In ourcase spherical sym invariant torotatorus

I conserved
We can start from the classical definition

to find our operators
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We can show that
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and show
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that is L2 commutes with all Like Spin

Components of T 5,5 3 0

So L seems to operate a lot like spin
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BigDifference T is the angularmomentum

l is the orbital ang nom quantum

b 0,1 2 unit steps only
Me is the magnetic quantum Iz component
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Alot of the architecture from spin S
works for angular momentum I
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just like spin 1 matrices

Back to the problem at hand

we can show
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so that Hull Eu EmilEnel becomes
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theentire angularpart is
contained here 4 Rcr 410,01 later

In addition
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So we cand find simultaneous eigenstates

of H Lz a E More on that soon


